This Week in Science

National Institutes of Health: The Centennial Year

Anthropology and Advocacy: R. A. Rubinstein • The Largest Galaxy: H. Arp; S. M. Simkin and J. van Gorkom • Reference Manager: E. Beutler

Experts Fault Leadership on AIDS
Researcher Flouts Gene-Splicing Rules
Census: A Public Burden?

Briefing: Science Diplomats Get Career Boost • U.K. Company to Buy Biogen Lab • Pressure to Construct SSC Builds in House • Promoting International Studies • Recombinant Organisms Pose No Special Hazard

NIH Urged to Forge New Ties to Congress
Recollections on the War on Cancer

The NIH Legislators
Arthritis Institute Tackles Sports

OMB Stalks the “Burgeoning Growth of Biomedicine”

Biologics Gain Influence in Expanding NCI Program

Heart Institute Is Major Player in Clinical Trials

The fis Gene as “Master Switch”
Searching Land and Sea for the Dinosaur Killer

NIH Through the Years


The National Institutes of Health in Its Centennial Year: J. B. Wyngaarden

Multiple Global Regulators Control HIS4 Transcription in Yeast: K. T. Arndt, C. Styles, G. R. Fink

Borehole Measurement of the Newtonian Gravitational Constant: A. T. Hsu
Possible Tornado-Like Tracks on Mars: J. A. Grant and P. H. Schultz

Fish Oil Prevents Insulin Resistance Induced by High-Fat Feeding in Rats: L. H. Storlien, E. W. Kraegen, D. J. Chisholm, G. L. Ford, D. G. Bruce, W. S. Fascoe
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